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A CLOSER LOOK AT…
AUSTRALIAN MODERNISM - ABSTRACTION, MYTH AND LANDSCAPE
One of the defining aspects of modernism is the rise of abstraction as artists looked for
innovative ways to visually interpret the changing world around them. In some instances,
traditional subjects were made modern through new techniques and materials, as can be
seen in the still life composition by Godfrey Miller, where there is a flattening and division
of space, a simplification of forms and a modern approach to the application of colour.
Moving to Melbourne from New Zealand after being wounded at Gallipoli, his artistic
studies took him to London in the 1930s where he established his geometric abstract style,
although grounded in traditional training He returned to live in Sydney from 1938 and
influenced students through his teaching at East Sydney Technical College from 1948.
Apart from early student work, Miller did not exhibit his work until 1952 and only showed
only around 40 paintings during his lifetime, his meticulous approach to painting meaning
each canvas could take years to complete. He is represented in the Tate Gallery, which
acquired his work in 1961, as well as the National Gallery of Australia; the National
Gallery of Victoria; the Art Gallery of New South Wales, as well as other state and
regional galleries in Australia.

Godfrey Miller 1893 – 1964 (Fruit Bowl and Window) c.1955 oil on canvas 58 x 63.5 cm

Painted around a similar time is a work by one of Miller’s students, John Olsen’s Landscape
(c.1958), where the use of abstraction to depict the landscape is clear. Landscape invites the
viewer to immerse themselves in the landscape and the painting itself through the use of
multiple viewpoints.

Rather than look at it or walk into it, we are surrounded by the features of the landscape,
depicted through a myriad of shapes - circles, triangles, squares – joined by a meandering
strong line and use of rich pulsating colour. Although Landscape can be described as
abstract, it is organic in its use of line and colour rather than bound by any formal
geometric force and in a way is almost a surreal response to the natural forms interpreted
by Olsen.

John Olsen 1928 - Landscape c.1958
oil on composition board 122.6 x 91.4 cm

James Gleeson 1915 – 2008 Woman with Suspended Skull c.1938
oil on canvas board 48 x 41.5 cm

Australia’s leading surrealist artist was James Gleeson, combining visual beauty and
imaginative creation. His work tends towards an ominous atmosphere and encompasses
his intellect and concern for the world around him. Woman with Suspended Skull evokes
Gleeson’s sense of foreboding at the time of the Spanish Civil War and just before the
outbreak of World War II. Set to the tense atmosphere of the times, the painting’s strange
beam balance rests precariously between beauty and death and between creativity and
destruction. Despite Minister Neville Chamberlain’s telephone conversations with Adolf
Hitler to avert an impending war, Gleeson remained sensitive to the atmosphere of death
and moreover the cultural and social implications of these fateful negotiations.

James Gleeson 1915 – 2008
Study for the Enigma of the Known 1989 collage, pen, ink & pencil on paper 37.8 x 51 cm

For many, Australian modern art in Melbourne brings to mind the Antipodeans.
Conceived in 1959, the Antipodean Manifesto was a response to the rise of abstract art
and a concern to look to Australian themes and personal expression. Guided by Bernard
Smith, the artists committed were Charles Blackman, Arthur Boyd, David Boyd, John
Brack, Robert Dickerson, John Perceval and Clifton Pugh.
Dickerson’s Landscape with Figures (c.1946-47) is typical of his unique visual style, portraying
individuals in both urban and rural settings with an overriding emotional mood and
psychological insight. Here, his observation and depiction of the everyday is elevated to
modern art with masklike faces, gestural expression and the solitary figure in the
background in a landscape which peters out to a cliff edge. The use of a limited, almost
primary palette and flattening of forms is as modern as his choice of materials, using
enamel paint. Perhaps more famously, Sidney Nolan often used a commercial enamel
paint called ripolin and required painting on a horizontal surface.

Robert Dickerson 1924 - 2015 Landscape with Figures c.1946 enamel paint on composition board 76 x 91 cm

Through Charles Blackman’s highly personal artwork he established recognisable and
widely celebrated series, such as his Schoolgirls or Alice works. His interest in the female
figure is evident in (Beach Bather and Butterfly) depicting an iconic Australian theme – the
beach. Here a glowing red figure lies prone against a (literally) glittering gold background.

Charles Blackman 1928 – 2018 (Beach Bather with Butterfly) oil and metal leaf on paper 87 x 162 cm

Blackman often looked to inspiration from the world around him - people, relationships,
news, literature - and his work often drew on a personal reflection of this; a valid response
for the modern artist. Although in fact quite introspective, much of Blackman’s art evokes
grand themes of human experience beyond the imagery itself. Loneliness finds a forlorn
figure in the darkness of trees, hidden from the shining moon. The composition heightens
the figure’s isolation, with its forceful parallel lines, enclosing mountains and barren
landscape, with the central diagonal focus cornering the figure and the viewer’s attention.

Charles Blackman 192 8 - 2018 Loneliness 1976 charcoal on paper 60 x 78 cm

Besides the legitimacy of depicting the world around them, modern artists looked to their
own stories. An integral concern of the Antipodeans was to promote Australian cultural
identity. In their search to mythologise Australian stories, the endeavours and trials,
discoveries and tragedies of the Australian explorers proved fertile ground for inspiration.

David Boyd 1924 – 2011 Burke and Wills in the Desert 1957-8 oil on composition board 77 x 112.5 cm

David Boyd was one of a number of artists (including Nolan and Tucker) who turned to
the tragic story of Burke and Wills. Boyd’s Explorer series fits with his interest to depict
allegorical, narrative themes from Australia. Burke and Wills in the Desert is imbued with an
air of symbolism, heightened by the glowing jewelled colour.

The appeal of the stories and landscape of the centre of Australia was popular in the mid
twentieth century, for example with the iconic paintings of Russell Drysdale and the aerial
views of the red dirt against a bright blue sky as painted by Sidney Nolan. Settlement makes
use of this colour palette of blue against red, yellow, brown ochre, with the shimmering
white buildings of a makeshift town on the right of the high horizon line. Nolan’s layering
of the landscape leads the viewer’s eye from the darker dense bushland to the cleared
settlement toward the top of the picture plane.

Sidney Nolan 1917 – 1992 Settlement oil on canvas 152 x 122 cm

Nolan’s predilection for mythology is quite clear, often returning to rework a theme over
an extensive series of paintings; Ned Kelly, Central Australia and, after travels in Greece,
Leda and the Swan.

Sidney Nolan 1917 – 1992 Leda and the Swan 1960 polyvinyl acetate on composition board 90 x 120 cm

Cynthia Nolan provides an insight into the modern techniques Nolan used to create the
Leda and the Swan series in 1960, scraping through the paint to reveal and define the fluid
shapes which emerge as the swan curved around the female form:
“During the day he painted on the floor, first placing areas of colour on the prepared
board, next sweeping on polyvinyl acetate until the whole 4 x 5 feet area was thick with
paint, then seizing a short handled squeegee and slashing and wiping, cornering and
circling like a skater, until another painting was completed.”
(Nolan, C., Open Negative: An American Memoir, p. 224, quoted in Clark, Sidney Nolan: Landscape and
Legends, International Cultural Corporation of Australia Limited, Sydney 1987, p. 131)

The uniqueness and variety of the Australian landscape provided the most fertile ground
for modern artists and was often interpreted through their own personal experience. In
December 1952 the Nolans accompanied John Heyer (filmmaker of The Back of Beyond,
1954) on the remote Birdsville Track, which stretches over 500 kilometres from Marree in
South Australia to Birdsville in southern Queensland, crossing the Strzelecki, Sturt Stony
and Tirari Deserts.

Sidney Nolan 1917 – 1992 Sandhills Near Birdsville 1953 ripolin on composition board 90 x 122 cm

Arthur Boyd’s response to landscape was also personal – the dense tangled thicket of
Landscape (c.1948) drawn from the family home at The Grange, Harkaway. This work was
followed by the Berwick landscapes and then the Wimmera series, cementing Boyd’s
reputation for painting the landscape and his career as an internationally recognised artist.

Arthur Boyd 1920 – 1999 Landscape c.1948 oil on canvas on composition board 65.5 x 79 cm

Arthur Boyd 1920 -1999 Ocean Beach, Rye 1957 oil on canvas on composition board 76 x 107 cm

The Mornington Peninsula was another area frequented by Arthur Boyd throughout his
career and Ocean Beach, Rye dates from a series made in the late 1950s when Boyd visited
the area with John Perceval. The textural paint layer is carefully built up to evoke the
turbulent view from the coastal dunes, the end of the brush dragged through the paint
surface in some areas. This personal response to landscape and its modern depiction is
something we take A Closer Look At… next time in the work of Crooke and Williams.
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